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ShareProjects was designed 
for Office 365 and 
SharePoint.

Get ShareProjects for all your 
devices.

ShareProjects



ShareProjects simplifies time 
recording through a user-friendly 
interface.

All data is still visible in SharePoint 
and can also be edited here.

Thanks to the intuitive operation of 
ShareProjects, you save your 
employees with a time-consuming 
instruction for recording times.

ShareProjects



Overview - Home

Under “Home” you can oversee all 
datasets and sort them after single 
categories.

You can choose your Language 
(German or English).



Only administrators or main project 
leaders are authorized to create change 
projects.

Under “Projects” you find an overview of 
all created projects.

You also can sort the projects after single 
categories.

To edit or delete a project you can click on 
the chosen project and klick “Edit” or 
“Delete”.
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Manage Projects



Create Projects

Paul

To create a new project, go to the 
Projects menu and click on the pen 
to the left of the project overview.

You can now edit all necessary data 
for the project.

To create the project, click on 
“Save” and your project will 
appear in the project overview.



Structuring Proposals
How to structure projects and tasks



Add Project Tasks

To create new tasks, you must select in 
the “Tasks” field.
Frequently used tasks are already 
stored in the program. To select tasks, 
enter the initial letter or task code and 
select the task you want.
To enter new tasks in the system, 
choose “Add new record” under 
“Task”.
Under “Task”, you can also edit or 
delete already registered tasks.



When you create a project, you have 
the possibility to specify a project 
room as a link.

In the project room, employees have 
the opportunity to exchange 
information and data.
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Link to Project Room



Sample Project Room

A project room can be created in 
SharePoint so that your employees 
have access to all the data they 
need in one place.

If an employee chooses a project 
that is connected to a project 
room at the time recording, the 
link to the project room is directly 
displayed to the employee.



With the filtering function, you can 
easily perform a search.

By clicking on the arrow next to 
"Number" you can enter the search 
criteria.

In this example, the project numbers 
are searched beginning with the 
number 7.
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Filtering Function I



By clicking on the "Filter" button, all 
projects starting with the number 7 
are automatically listed.
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Filtering Function II



All times and associated projects can 
be converted into an Excel file with 
one click and downloaded.
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Reporting: Export to Excel



You can enter project times on the 
“Home” page.
Clicking on “New Work Time” opens a 
new input field in which you have the 
option to select a project from the 
projects you have already saved and 
specify your working hours by starting 
time and ending time. ShareProjects
automatically calculates the 
duration.
The entered project time is displayed 
afterwards on the “Home” page
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Time Recording



For example, if you want to enter 
daily or recurring project times, you 
can leave the project name and task 
under "New working hours" and simply 
change the date.

This has the advantage that you do 
not have to enter the same 
information again and again.
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Time Copy Function



Time Planning

Under “Planning” you will get an 
overview of the schedule.
In the calendar view you can 
optimally divide your time.
Furthermore, you can see in the 
“Timeline Projects” view how 
much time you have spent on 
which project.
The project manager gets an 
overview of the available 
capacities through this planning 
and can avoid bottlenecks.



The menu item “Report” gives 
you an overview of the working 
times per project and per task.
You can select additional filter 
functions by employee, 
project, task or date. The data 
thus filtered can then be 
exported to Excel by clicking 
on “Export to Excel”.
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Reporting: Export to Excel



Mobile Version
All the described functions are also mobile usable.
The buttons are adapted according to the device size.



Next Steps

Test Access

Presentation

Telephone conversation

We offer a test access to all companies in order to be 
convinced of the advantages of ShareProjects.

If necessary, you can arrange a demonstration date 
with us and we will demonstrate and explain the 
operation of ShareProjects and answer all questions.

Should you have any questions about ShareProjects, 
please do not hesitate to make an appointment for a 
telephone call and we will be pleased to advise you.



Much success with ShareProjects!

www.ShareProjects.de


